What if we could protect
marine shoreline,
upland forests, and
wetland habitats at the
same time?
The purchase of KELÁ_EKE Kingfisher Forest in
Canada’s Gulf Islands advances our local response
to the global biodiversity and climate crisis. Help
us protect this collection of essential habitats on
the edge of the Salish Sea.

FOSTERING ECOLOGICAL INTEGRITY
THROUGH LAND PROTECTION
Locally and globally, rapid climate change and habitat loss
are threatening the stability of many populations of plants
and animals. Yet, their survival is essential to the resilience
of our communities. Purchasing the 45 acre KELÁ_EKE
Kingfisher Forest on S,DÁYES (Pender Island), overlooking
Plumper Sound, is a conservation initiative that seeks to
protect threatened species and habitats, and contribute to
a broader regional effort to enhance ecological resilience
around the Salish Sea.

DONATE AND HELP US SAFEGUARD
KELÁ_EKE KINGFISHER FOREST
www.penderconservancy.org
biologist@penderconservancy.org

www.raincoast.org
shauna@raincoast.org

CANADA’S COASTAL DOUGLAS-FIR ZONE
Canada’s Salish Sea is lined by a unique band of forest

Never before has the importance of preserving remaining

and habitats collectively known as

tracts of undeveloped foreshore, upland forests, and

the Coastal Douglas-fir (CDF)

wetlands within this region been more urgent. By

biogeoclimatic zone. This region
is incredibly diverse, but many

purchasing and restoring this land, we are making an
investment in the collective future of the species

of its characteristic habitats are

that call this place home and the communities that

among the most threatened

surround it.

in Canada. More than 99%
of the original forest has
been cut and there are
limited protection
options for what
remains.
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INTO KELÁ_EKE KINGFISHER FOREST
KELÁ_EKE Kingfisher Forest on S,DÁYES (Pender Island),

has retained its capacity to hold water year-round despite

is within the Territory of the WSÁNEĆ Nations. It links

human alterations. The high water storage capacity in

wetland headwaters to the sea across 45 acres of Coastal

this area buffers the severity of summer drought, helps to

Douglas-fir forests and associated habitats, including

recharge groundwater and prevent runoff, and is essential

undeveloped intertidal foreshore overlooking the critical

for ecosystem resilience in the face of climate change.

habitat of Southern Resident killer whales.

The combination of marine foreshore, upland forest, and

From this rocky shoreline, neighbouring Gulf Islands can

wetland habitat found throughout this area have created

be seen beyond rafts of waterbirds like scoters foraging

niche environments that support more than 120 bird

in the subtidal waters through the winter. At this marine-

species, including at least two hawk species, three species

terrestrial interface, nutrients from the forest enrich the

of owls, overwintering grebes, loons, mergansers, and

waters, while marine-derived nutrients are delivered

cormorants, six duck species, seven warbler species, and

to the forest by avian and aquatic animals in a cycle of

nine sparrow species.

reciprocity as ancient as the land itself.

Many habitats found across this landscape are among

KELÁ_EKE Kingfisher Forest is home to maturing coastal

those within BC’s Coastal Douglas-fir zone classified as

Douglas-fir, western red cedar, and arbutus trees. Red alders

‘critically imperilled’ due to past and ongoing losses from

grow near Gardom Pond, a freshwater cattail marsh that

land conversion and development.
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FORESTS FOR THE FUTURE

BEHIND THE NAME

Prior to securing a purchase agreement for

KELÁ_EKE Kingfisher Forest

KELÁ_EKE Kingfisher Forest, this 45 acres was slated for
development. Accordingly, a road was built through
the middle of the forest; we will decommission the

KELÁ_EKE is the SENĆOŦEN name for Razor Point, which
lies on the shores of Plumper Sound.

road and restore other habitat components to enhance

While Belted Kingfishers are widespread across North

biodiversity and climate resilience.

America, their numbers have been in decline for the

This land protection initiative is part of a larger vision we
call Forests for the Future. We aim to protect large tracts of
intact habitat in the Gulf Islands to increase connectivity,
biodiversity, and climate resilience. KELÁ_EKE Kingfisher
Forest abuts Gardom Pond, and is part of a wider
connectivity goal to link federally and privately protected
landscapes. Paired with the other work undertaken by
Raincoast and the Pender Conservancy, our approach is
intended to secure long-lasting and effective protections
to safeguard these ecosystems in perpetuity.

past two decades largely due to their sensitivity to
human disturbance. Kingfishers need access to bodies
of water for feeding and earthen banks for nesting.
Their reliance on the interface between land and water
make kingfishers the perfect namesake for this essential
collection of coastal habitats on the edge of the sea.

HOW YOU CAN HELP
Raincoast and Pender Islands Conservancy
need to raise $2.1 million by July of 2023.
If you want to support the protection of
the KELÁ_EKE Kingfisher Forest you can
make a tax deductible donation to either
organization. Please contact us for more
information or donate through our websites.

www.penderconservancy.org
biologist@penderconservancy.org
Pender Islands Conservancy
P.O. Box 52, Pender Island BC
V0N 2M0 Canada

IN PERSON
Visit the Pender Islands Conservancy Nature
Centre at Hope Bay to donate in person: we
accept cash, card or cheque payments.

www.raincoast.org
www.raincoast.org/forest
shauna@raincoast.org
Raincoast Conservation Foundation
P.O. Box 2429, Sidney BC
V8L 3Y3 Canada
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